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How To...Implement CTS+ for Your Application

1. Scenario
System landscapes are used for most applications. The system landscape could e.g. consist of a
development, a test and a productive system. If new applications are developed, they must be tested
and later, end users should be able to use them. To be able to transport new objects or changes
through the landscape, a tool is needed to execute and monitor these transports.
On the development system, an option to export objects is required, on test and production, imports
must be done.
To ensure good quality, all changes should go through the whole landscape to make sure that they
were tested before being used productively. This can be solved by using a tool where a system
landscape can be built, where the changes can be stored and where imports can be executed.
These services are provided by CTS.
The following picture shows a very simple example for a system landscape and its representation in
CTS.
For the application landscape only a development and a test system are shown. The development
system is used to create content or to develop something and to export these changes, the test
system is used to import these changes. More systems, such as a productive system, are for sure
possible.

Figure 1: Landscape for Integration CTS with an Application
The CTS system is used to manage the transports. In CTS, a representation must be created for each
system of the application landscape. Transport routes are used to connect these systems in CTS.
The numbers shown in the picture above are also used in the following chapters to illustrate where the
respective implementation or configuration must be done. The numbers are sorted in ascending order,
reflecting the different process steps, starting with the first configuration steps and ending with
providing the information to CTS whether the import into the target system was successful or not. The
assumption for this flow is that CTS+ integration has been implemented for the respective application.
The following chapters will explain what must be done on application side to allow this configuration.
CTS must know about the application. So, the first step would be to make the application type
known in CTS. Details are explained in the chapter Making your application type known in CTS. In
addition, a system landscape must be configured consisting e.g. of a development system, a test
system and a productive system. Details how to do this can be found on the SAP Help Portal under
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Connecting Further Applications with the Change and Transport System and in the chapter Usage of
your application type at export time.

In the development system, developers or content managers create new content. The
application should provide an option to record these changes or to collect them. After a developer
finished his changes, he should be able to pack all his changes into a package and export it. The
application should provide these options.
CTS provides implementation options to enhance the export tool so that the developers can then
attach the package created by the help of the application’s tool to a transport request in CTS. Details
are described in the chapter Enabling CTS for Exports.
After changes have been exported and attached to a transport request, the request must be
released and the import must be started. This is done by the help of tools provided by CTS. Details
are explained on the SAP Help Portal under Using Transport Organizer Web UI (CTS_ORGANIZER).
CTS hands over the file to your deployment method. To execute this deployment, you have several
options: you can use an HTTP-based deployment, implement a script or an EJB. Details are provided
in the chapter Enabling Imports via CTS. Alternatively, for applications running on SAP NetWeaver AS
JAVA, you can also use deployment via SDM or Deploy Controller.
The HTTP-based deployment, script or the EJB executes the ‘real’ import. This means that the
content or development entities that had been attached to the transport request are now integrated
into the application so that it is ready for use by the end-user afterwards. Additional activation steps or
configurations after the import should not be required on the target system. This document does not
deal any further with this topic. The documentation how this is done should be part of the application’s
documentation. The administrator who executes the import should not require any knowledge about
this step.
The import mechanism of the application should be able to give feedback whether the
deployment / import was successful or not. This information must be handed back to CTS. The
administrator on the CTS side can then easily keep an overview on the executed imports and whether
they were successful. Details on the possible Return Codes (RC) and their meaning are provided in
the respective sub chapters of Enabling Imports via CTS.
There are two levels of CTS+ integration for an application both on export and import side
On export side:
•

Close coupling: Close coupling should be provided for each export tool of an application.
Close coupling means that an application administrator or developer can use automatically
created requests and attach objects to transport requests directly from within the export tool of
the application. Interfaces or tools for export within the applications should look the same.
Later in this guide, we will provide a sample which should be used as a reference when
implementing CTS+ for an export tool. If the transport request has not been released
automatically, an administrator or the developer must release it manually – this depends on
the configuration that you did in TMS for your source system.

•

Loose coupling: Loose coupling means that CTS knows the application type and therefore
the file types that are created during export. When providing loose coupling, there are not
necessarily dependencies between the CTS System and the application. Loose coupling
means that an administrator must work with two tools. At first, he enters the development
system of the application, exports whatever requires a transport and downloads the exported
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file(s). After that, he must call the Transport Organizer Web UI on the CTS System. There he
must create a new transport request and attach the export file(s) to this request. As a last
step, he must release the transport request.
On import side:
•

Close coupling: After a transport request has been released, an administrator can start an
import using the import queue of the target system. The deployment to the target system is
done automatically. There is no need for an administrator to enter the target system to perform
the deployment.

•

Loose coupling: After a transport request has been released, an administrator can start an
import using the import queue of the target system. If loose coupling is used for imports, this
would mean that the non-ABAP files attached to the transport request are just forwarded to a
defined file share. Further manual action is required on the target system to finalize the import.
Note
Because of the required manual steps, loose coupling should not be used on the import side.
The expectation is that the import side is as much automated as possible to reduce any risk
for productive systems as much as possible.

2.

Scope of CTS(+)

CTS+ provides an option to transport non-ABAP objects within a system landscape. This means,
objects that have been created on the development system can be attached to a transport request,
which is then distributed through the system landscape with standard CTS means.
CTS+ is not made for delivering software – neither from SAP to customers nor from one customer or
partner to another customer.
In addition, CTS+ is not a change recording or versioning tool. At least up to now, CTS+ does not
provide change recording as CTS does it for ABAP objects. If you would be interested in a change
recording offering from SAP, you may want to contact BC-CTS-ORG-CR.

3. Background Information
Basic Information on CTS can be found In the SAP Community at:
https://blogs.sap.com/2007/09/12/change-and-transport-system/
To get an idea about CTS, you could take a look at some videos that show how CTS+ is used with
SAP NetWeaver Enterprise Portal: http://scn.sap.com/community/itmanagement/alm/blog/2009/06/24/use-cases-in-life-cycle-management-change-and-transport-system.
The resources page in the SAP Community provides links to documentation on the SAP Help Portal
and to guides for applications that have already integrated with CTS+:
https://wiki.scn.sap.com/wiki/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=448469096
SAP Note on registration and usage of application types: 1540191
SAP Note for installing the SAP CTS Plug-In of SL Toolset: 1665940
Documentation for enhanced CTS / CTS+: Transporting Non-ABAP Objects in Change and Transport
System
Documentation for integrating your own applications into CTS+: Connecting Further Applications with
the Change and Transport System.
Documentation for CTS including CTS Plug-In 2.0: http://help.sap.com/nwcts
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4. Scope of this Guide
This guide shows how to implement CTS+ support for applications, unless they are SAP-internal and
run on top of SAP NetWeaver (only).
Details how to implement CTS+ integration if your application is SAP-internal and runs only on SAP
NetWeaver are not part of this guide. If you need this option, please contact SAP Support via
component BC-CTS-ORG-PLS.

5. Prerequisites
•

First: A basic understanding of CTS concepts. One of the main ideas of CTS is to bring the
target system after an import to a state ‘as similar as possible’ to the state of the export system
at export time, with respect to the objects contained in the transport request. This also means
that after the export has been processed (the transport request has been released) the content
(and attributes) of the transport request can no longer be changed. And typically, this also
means that the once exported content is reused for several target systems resp. imports –as
usually several systems are connected to a source system via transport routes (see also
Scenario).

•

In general: A ‘system notion’ serving to identify transport nodes in CTS and a corresponding
unique identifier that must be mapped to System IDs (SID - 3 digit) in CTS landscape definition
is needed.
In simple scenarios, this may be similar to machine names (or IP addresses); potentially
together with a port or instance identifier (if more than one instance can be hosted on one
machine). In more complex scenarios this may also be a set of related instances, probably with
a ‘leading instance’ knowing about all other involved instances. (This ‘leading instance’ could be
used then to serve as identifier for this kind of system.)

•

•

•

Export side of your application for close coupling:


A tool which can collect and export changed objects as a package should be in place or
planned to be implemented. CTS provides a Web Service to integrate CTS+ into this
tool. There are no restrictions on the file format, but you must register your application
type (SAP Note 1540191).



Ability to consume Web Services.



Possibly offer a way to configure the allowed export options: Many customers require
that applications can be configured in a way that only CTS export (to transport requests)
is allowed (see also Portal Export Tool as an example for CTS+ Integration).

Export side of your application for loose coupling:


An option to download objects in a file-format which can be consumed at import time.



Optional: option to provide a link to CTS tool (Transport Organizer Web UI) to attach the
file to a transport request.

On the import side of your application, you would need


An idea, what should happen with the file when importing a transport request. CTS
supports different options to hand over the file to your import tool. You would have to
implement either an HTTP-based deployment or a script or an EJB which can handle the
import procedure. The import should be as automated as possible.



A possibility to describe your target system by the help of an URI – you can define the
semantics by yourself.



An idea how to make sure that the files that must be imported are treated in a correct
sequence. Within one transport request, CTS will hand over the files in the order in which
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they were attached to the transport request.
If more than one transport request is imported at once, then the transport requests – and
therefore the attached files - will be handed over in the same order as they are stored in
the queue.
If someone imports requests one by one without any respect to the order in the queue,
then the application must have a solution how to handle this. It could e.g. check whether
the file version to be imported is newer then the one that has been imported before, if
some predecessors are missing or it might have to check whether the file can be
imported at all.


•

Possibly offer a way to configure the application in a way that there is the option to only
use CTS for imports, for example by introducing specific permission checks. This was
required by some customers.

For the CTS system
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To use HTTP-based deployment on the import side

▪
▪

SAP Solution Manager 7.2 (without CTS Plug-In)

▪

SAP NetWeaver 7.4 SP10 or later (without CTS Plug-In), SAP Note 2236955
must be implemented on the CTS system

SAP NetWeaver 7.4 before SP10 including at least CTS Plug-In 2.0 SP15 (part of
SL Toolset 1.0 SP12), SAP Note 2236955 must be implemented on the CTS
system.

To use script support on the import side

▪
▪

SAP Solution Manager 7.2 (without CTS Plug-In)

▪

SAP Solution Manager 7.01 SP 25 including at least CTS Plug-In 1.0 SP02 (part
of SL Toolset 1.0 SP02). SAP Note 1682508 has to be implemented on the host
of the CTS Deploy Web Service (for related information, see Configuring the CTS
Deploy Web Service).

▪

SAP NetWeaver 7.3 including enhancement package 1 including at least CTS
Plug-In 2.0 SP06 (part of SL Toolset 1.0 SP07). SAP Note 1682508 has to be
implemented on the host of the CTS Deploy Web Service (for related information,
see Configuring the CTS Deploy Web Service).

▪

SAP NetWeaver 7.4 before SP10 including at least CTS Plug-In 2.0 SP06 (part of
SL Toolset 1.0 SP07).

▪

SAP NetWeaver 7.4 SP10 and higher (without CTS Plug-In).

SAP Solution Manager 7.1 including at least CTS Plug-In 1.0 SP00 (part of SL
Toolset 1.0 SP01). SAP Note 1682508 has to be implemented on the host of the
CTS Deploy Web Service (for related information, see Configuring the CTS
Deploy Web Service).

To use EJBs on the import side

▪
▪

SAP Solution Manager 7.2 (without CTS Plug-In)

▪

SAP Solution Manager 7.01 SP28 including at least CTS Plug-In 1.0 SP02 (part of
SL Toolset 1.0 SP02).

▪

SAP NetWeaver 7.3 including enhancement package 1 including at least CTS
Plug-In 2.0 SP06 (part of SL Toolset 1.0 SP07).

▪

SAP NetWeaver 7.4 before SP10 including at least CTS Plug-In 2.0 SP06 (part of
SL Toolset 1.0 SP07).

▪

SAP NetWeaver 7.4 SP10 (without CTS Plug-In).

SAP Solution Manager 7.1 including at least CTS Plug-In 1.0 SP02 (part of SL
Toolset 1.0 SP02)
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To use Web Services on the export side:

▪
▪

SAP Solution Manager 7.2 (without CTS Plug-In)

•

SAP Solution Manager 7.01 SP25 including at least CTS Plug-In 1.0 SP02 (part of
SL Toolset 1.0 SP 2).

▪

SAP NetWeaver 7.3 including enhancement package 1 including at least CTS
Plug-In 2.0 SP06 (part of SL Toolset 1.0 SP07).

▪

SAP NetWeaver 7.4 before SP10 including at least CTS Plug-In 2.0 SP06 (part of
SL Toolset 1.0 SP07).

▪

SAP NetWeaver 7.4 SP10 (without CTS Plug-In).

SAP Solution Manager 7.1 including at least CTS Plug-In 1.0 SP02 (part of SL
Toolset 1.0 SP02)

Note
We recommend that you always use the most current CTS Plug-In version that is available on
the SAP Support Portal if you use CTS+ on a system where CTS_PLUG is still required. Go to
https://support.sap.com/software/patches.html to do so. For more information, see CTS PlugIn 2.0.

6. Making your Application known in CTS
This chapter refers to the creation of systems in CTS shown in figure 1 in step

.

The generic integration of CTS into applications requires that the application is known in CTS. To
make your application known, you need an application type which will then be used as unique
identifier for your application in CTS.
Unique application types can be achieved by
•

•

Registering your application type with SAP. Look at SAP Note 1540191 to find out how to do
this. Having your application type registered is not a prerequisite for starting with the
implementation. But check the note to make sure that your application type is not in use up to
now. If you start working with the application type before it is registered in the note, it might
happen that you must change some parts of your implementation later if the desired
application type can’t be registered at SAP for whatever reason.
However, the registered application type is required before you can start using your
implementation productively or shipping it to your customers.
Using your inverse internet domain as application type. Please note that the length of the
application type is limited to 30 characters.

Having your application type available still requires creating it in any CTS system where it should be
used. Application types are not delivered to customers by SAP. Customers must create them by
themselves. Documentation on how to do this is provided in this chapter and on the SAP Help Portal
under Connecting Further Applications with the Change and Transport System.
For testing and implementation purposes you must set up an SAP Solution Manager or SAP
NetWeaver system used as CTS domain controller, with release requirements as mentioned in the
chapter Prerequisites. In case of issues/questions you may contact CTS team via BC-CTS-TMS-PLS.
The following steps describe how the application type is created and managed in CTS.
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Log on to your CTS system
(Domain Controller) and open
transaction STMS. Go to the
System Overview.

To create a new application type,
go to Extras  Application Types
 Configure.

You can see a list of application
types already created in your
system. Choose New Entries if
your application type is not yet
part of the list.

On the next screen, you can
enter your application type and
some details. You can either use
the ID for your application that
has been registered with SAP or
use naming based on inverse
internet domain. A description
and support details are required
to give some details on the
application type and on how to
get support in case of issues. You
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must forward this information to
your customers as well.

Save your entry and click Yes to
distribute the new application
type through your landscape.

The new application type has
been saved. Click Back to reach
again the list of application types.

The new application type is now
part of the list.

To create a non-ABAP target
system, choose SAP System
Create Non-ABAP
System
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When you create a non-ABAP
target system that should use this
new application type, you must
choose Other as Method(s) for
deployment. Click Save.

Click Yes to distribute the
configuration.

When saving the non-ABAP
system, you are asked to define
the deployment method for your
system. Choose New Entries.
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On the next screen, choose your
Application Type (F4-help). Make
sure that you enter exactly the
application type that you defined
before. It is case-sensitive!
Choose the Deployment Method.
You can choose between the
SAP NetWeaver standard
deployment (SDM and Deploy
Controller), HTTP-based
Deployment (application-specific),
Script-based deployment and
application-specific Deployer
(EJB). This configuration is
subject to step
and is
explained in detail in the chapter
Enabling Imports via CTS. Enter
the Deploy URI and a User and
Password if required.
Save your entry.
If you have not implemented the
deployment (HTTP-based, Script
or EJB), yet, you can also add
this configuration later.
Choose Yes to distribute the new
application type through your
landscape.

Your entry is now saved. Click
Back to reach the list again
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You can now see your details for
handling the application type
guide. Click Back to reach the
system again.

Create a representation of your
development system and any
other target system that you
might need in TMS. For the
development system, no special
configuration is required on CTS
side – just choose Activate
Transport Organizer. Create any
other target system as shown
before.

After having created the
development system, you can
decide on the Transport Strategy.
The Transport Strategy defines
whether a transport request is
created automatically or e.g. by
an administrator and if the
request should remain open after
having attached something. Look
at the SAP Help Portal for details.
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Connect the systems with the
help of transport routes
(consolidation route from
development to test and delivery
route for all others)
For details, take a look at the
SAP Help Portal at Configuring
Transport Routes.

You can also extend the configuration of existing systems to be able to use them with new application
types. To do so do the following:
Go to the system overview in TMS
and double-click on the SID of the
system where you would like to
extend the configuration.
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In the details of your system,
choose Goto  Application Types
 Deployment Method

Choose New Entries and proceed
as described above for the creation
of new systems.

Note
If you intend to deliver your CTS+ integration also to your customers, they must do a similar
configuration in their CTS environment.
To enable them to do so you must provide the following:
•

Details on the values to be used on application type, its description and the details on how
to get support from you in case of issues.

•

Details on the semantics supported by you in the Deploy URI and meaning of user and
password supplied there (if your application uses the authentication details as stored in
CTS secure store).

•

In addition a detailed description on how to setup your tools for automated import (details
on this will follow in chapter Enabling Imports via CTS), and if supported by your
application also on how to setup export integration for automated attachment of files
(details on this will follow in chapter Enabling CTS for Exports).

7. Enabling Imports via CTS
If you must decide on a roadmap for integrating CTS into your application, it should always be the first
step to provide an automated import (=close coupling). The integration into export tools can be a
second step (=loose coupling).
This chapter explains how to implement an automated deployment and how to send back the
information from your target system to CTS whether the import was successful as shown in figure 1 in
step

and

.

To enable imports, there are currently four options:
1. HTTP-based deployment
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2. SDM or Deploy Controller
3. Script-based deployment
4. EJB-based deployment.
For the first option, an HTTP destination in transaction SM59 is used to configure the connection to
the target system.
For the other options, the system where the CTS Deploy Web Service is hosted must be configured
using an HTTP destination in transaction SM59 which points to the AS Java where the Deploy Web
Service runs. The name of the HTTP destination (CTSDEPLOY) must be provided in the configuration
of the target system on the tab Transport Tool in TMS (parameter DEPLOY_WEB_SERVICE).

CTSDEPLOY is used as the default DEPLOY_WEB_SERVICE. You can change this value to any
other deploy web service that you configured in transactions LPCONFIG and SM59 if you can’t use
the default one. Take a look at the SAP Help Portal Configure the CTS Deploy Web Service for
details.
Step
is about the information handed back from the application’s deployment to CTS. CTS must
know whether the import was successful or not. This information is handled via so-called Return
Codes. In addition, there should be some information available on CTS side on what happened during
the import. This information can be accessed in CTS and should help the administrator to investigate
why an import might have failed. The following picture shows the queue of a system named TD2 as an
example.
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The column RC contains the Return Code for the different transport requests. There are different
values possible. Import could be ok (RC=0, green circle) or there could be errors or warnings which
are indicated by the other symbols. Errors could occur while handing over the file from CTS to the
application or during the deployment by the help of the application’s deployment tool. If CTS has
issues with finding the file, handing it over or finding and starting the deployment method, CTS will
raise fatal errors. If the deployment on the application side in step

in the first figure fails, then the

error details and its severity should be handed back to CTS. This is done in step
. In the following
chapters about using HTTP-based, Script-based or EJB-based deployment, you can find information,
how this is to be done.
In addition to sending the information whether the import was successful or not (by using the
appropriate Return Code), the application should also provide some kind of deployment log. In case of
errors, the administrator should find some useful information in there about the possible issue.
The log can be reached by double-clicking on the Return Code. The overview of transport logs will be
shown. Now, an administrator could click on the icon in front of the step Deployment to reach the
detailed log.
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At first, a summary is shown. Expand buttons can be used to show more details.

Please refer to the chapters HTTP-based Deployment, Script-based deployment and ApplicationSpecific Deployer (EJB) to find out what has to be done to make information available on the first or
other levels of the log.

7.1

HTTP-based Deployment

...

If you want to connect your application with CTS using an application-specific HTTP-based deployer,
you must implement an HTTP server which implements CTS+-specific methods/calls for your
application type. Technically, this means providing an HTTP based server implementing an SAP
specific interface set, the so called SLP (‘SL Protocol’). The intention of the SL Protocol is to integrate
different components by one common protocol, which is supported by SAP’s tools, but also open to be
adapted by non-SAP tools and applications. Details of the corresponding interface are given in the
next section. The implementation must be reachable via an HTTP destination (SM59) from the
communication system (CTS System) of the non-ABAP import system.
The implementation of your SLP server defines what an administrator on CTS side must enter when
defining a non-ABAP target system and the respective HTTP destination for your application type.
Look at the chapter Using the SLP server for details.
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7.1.1 The HTTP Interface
Integration into the CTS import process via HTTP is done by implementing an HTTP server offering
CTS+ specific services on application side. You must name an HTTP destination when configuring
your non-ABAP target system on the CTS System (communication system). This HTTP destination is
created in transaction SM59. In there, you must set details about the HTTP / SLP-server on your nonABAP target system and how it is to be contacted. These methods/services will then be called during
a CTS import, in the sequence as detailed below.

In the following the services CTS_PING and CTS_DEPLOY with the sequence of their method calls
are explained and a rough description of the interfaces is given. Complete details on the interface can
be found in SAP Note 2418818 - Sample Files for Guide 'How To...Implement CTS+ for your
Application' in the file CTS_SLP_Deployment.zip.
Note
The communication is done directly between the ABAP communication system (CTS
system) and the target system by using a standardized interface based on the SL
protocol (SLP). The application-specific SLP server is running on the target system and
can be written in any technology supported by the target system. The only requirement is
that it must be reachable via HTTP.
Let’s start with a rough definition of the parts that must be implemented for integration with CTS+:
1. CTS_PING: Connection test to verify that the configuration is correct, i.e. that a server is
reachable at the configured endpoint for the given application.
2. CTS_DEPLOY: Executes deployment of application content (usually consisting of multiple
files) to the target system. This is done by using the configured HTTP destination endpoint to
build up the connection to the target system and starting the deployment. Then the results of
the deployment status and logs are collected and evaluated. They are finally stored on CTS+
side (import logs).
3. GET https://<host>:<port>/<namespace>/slp: In addition, it is expected that calls to this SLP
root return OK 200 if your SLP server is reachable (and that this call can handle 'X-CSRFToken'-requests, as needed for any ABAP-triggered HTTP call).
Note
A namespace concept in all SLP URLs is introduced to serve use cases where one target
SLP server is used to serve several CTS+ application types, with of course different
CTS_PING and/or CTS_DEPLOY semantics (but still running on same server/platform – e.g.
for different partner implementations on top of SAP HANA XS). So, the application types
should use different namespaces, e.g. the name of their application type as namespace
value in the respective URLs.
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4. GET https://<host>:<port>/<namespace>/slp/metadata: Return fixed resource with details on
used SL(M)P version (interface as described here refers to version 1.2.0).
Within the following, you can find details on call sequence and rough interface description, first for
CTS_PING, then for CTS_DEPLOY:
1. CTS_PING (connection test to the SLP server)
•

GET https://<host>:<port>/<namespace>/slp/services/CTS_PING
Purpose: Retrieve details of the CTS_ PING service, as available on this SLP server
(characterized via host and port, as well as a namespace –see below…). Has no input
parameters and returns:
o ID and description of CTS_ PING service, as well as a marker that CTS_ PING
processes are all executed synchronously

•

o

(relative) URL to retrieve a list of supported versions of the CTS_PING service
(proposal: ‘services/CTS_PING/versions’)

o

(relative) URL to handle the corresponding CTS_PING processes (proposal:
‘services/CTS_PING/processes’).

GET https://<host>:<port>/<namespace>/slp/<versions> (based on the relative URL for the
CTS_PING version list)
Purpose: Retrieve a list of supported versions of the CTS_PING service, as available on this
SLP server. Has no input parameters and returns:
o List of supported versions, identified by ID, component (predefined as ‘CTS_PING’)
and version (number, predefined by CTS+ - currently only ‘1.0’ is supported).
Note
This list of supported versions (version IDs are defined on CTS+ side and the SLP
server must implement them accordingly) will be used by CTS+ to check the ‘version
overlap’ between the CTS+ client and the SLP server to handle compatibility
requirements and ensure optimal communication.
Note that CTS+ client will always communicate with the latest version supported both by
the CTS+ client and the SLP server.

•

POST https://<host>:<port>/<namespace>/slp/<processes> (based on the relative URL for
CTS_PING processes)
Purpose: Execute a connection test to this SLP server, for connection details as stored in
CTS+ (mostly defined by the HTTP connection from SM59, but also application type and
potentially other target-specifying details are handed over).
Has ‘best-fitting version (element)’ as well as application type (and potentially other targetspecifying details) as input parameter. Returns either
o A process instance with the status FINISHED (and other process-identifying details,
but these are currently ignored by CTS+) in case of successful connect, or otherwise
o
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An Error element with an ID, an error code and a user-readable message (and other
error-specifying details, but these are currently ignored by CTS+) in case of errors
during connect (CTS+ will extract as much as possible of these details and make them
available in the corresponding ‘connection check UIs’ – ‘TMS transport tool check’
etc.).
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2. CTS_DEPLOY (execution of the deployment using the SLP server, including retrieval and storage
of the results on CTS+ side)
Overview: At first it is checked if the deployment target (SLP server) supports the CTS_DEPLOY
service with a version known by the CTS+ client (on ABAP communication system/CTS system). If
yes, the files to be deployed are transferred from CTS+ to the SLP server. The target SLP server is
expected to return a server-side file identification for each transferred file, which is used later to
reference the transferred file. After the successful file transfer a deploy process instance is created
and then configured with the necessary deployment parameters, such as the application type and the
set of files to be deployed (addressed by their corresponding file identification). Now the deploy
process instance is started and the progress is monitored by CTS+ on instance level. When the status
of the deploy instance is FINISHED the CTS+ client evaluates the result of the process on task level
(here, each single file to be deployed is expected to be represented by one task) and maps it to the
corresponding ABAP transport request containing the corresponding file. Finally, the cleanup of the
deploy process instance is triggered.
Note
Cleanup (‘DELETE’) will also be called if CTS+ process timeout is reached (default: 1 hour, can
also be configured - see also SAP Note 2324420), as this will indeed also mean that CTS+ will
no longer ask for details of this process.
•

GET ==> https://<host>:<port>/<namespace>/slp/services/CTS_DEPLOY
Purpose: Retrieve details of the CTS_DEPLOY service, as available on this SLP server
(characterized by host and port, as well as a namespace – as for CTS_PING). Has no input
parameters and returns:
o ID and description of the CTS_DEPLOY service

•

o

(relative) URL to retrieve a list of supported versions of the CTS_DEPLOY service
(proposal: ‘services/CTS_DEPLOY/versions’)

o

(relative) URL to handle the corresponding CTS_DEPLOY processes (list and create,
proposal: ‘services/CTS_DEPLOY/processes’)

o

(relative) URL to handle files (proposal: ‘services/CTS_DEPLOY/files’)

GET https://<host>:<port>/<namespace>/slp/<versions> (based on the relative URL for the
CTS_DEPLOY version list)
Purpose: Retrieve a list of supported versions of the CTS_DEPLOY service, as available on
this SLP server. Has no input parameters and returns:
o List of supported versions, identified by ID, component (predefined as
‘CTS_DEPLOY), and version (number, predefined by CTS+ -currently only ‘1.0’ is
supported).
Note
This list of supported versions (version IDs are defined on CTS+ side and SLP server
must implement them accordingly) will be used by CTS+ to check a ‘version overlap’
between the CTS+ client and the SLP server to handle compatibility requirements and
ensure optimal communication. Note that the CTS+ client will always communicate with
the latest version supported both by the CTS+ client and the SLP server.

•

POST https://<host>:<port>/<namespace>/slp/<files> (based on the relative URL to handle
files for CTS_DEPLOY)
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Purpose: Physical file transfer of the files that are needed for subsequent CTS+ deploy
actions, from the transport directory (of the ABAP communication system/CTS system) to this
SLP server.
The request body contains the file content as well as the file name and standard contentspecifying details, such as content type, and content length. The response contains some filespecifying details, such as file name, digest type, digest value, and especially a file identifier,
and a file path. The triple of file name, ID, and path needs to be unique on this SLP server –
this triple will be used in later CTS+ calls (to the same SLP server, when executing the
deployment) to exactly refer to the same file.
•

POST https://<host>:<port>/<namespace>/slp/<processes> (based on the relative URL for the
CTS_DEPLOY processes)
Purpose: Create a CTS_DEPLOY process instance, used to prepare and then execute a
CTS+ deploy action on this SLP server.
Has ‘best-fitting version (element)’ as well as the identifier of the CTS+ import process
(ctsProcessID, created by CTS+) as input parameter. Returns either
o A process instance with a status (and other process-identifying details, but these are
all ignored by CTS+) and especially a rootURL to exactly this process instance
(needed for further calls against it to prepare and execute the deploy action) in case of
successful process creation, or otherwise
o

•

An error element with an ID, an error code, a user-readable message, and a (relative)
URL to the log file collection. CTS+ will extract these details and make them available
in corresponding TMS import log.

POST https://<host>:<port>/<namespace>/slp/<rootURL>/config
Purpose: Prepare the CTS_DEPLOY process by setting general properties and especially by
assigning the files to be deployed and defining their expected sequence.
Has the application type and potentially other target-specifying details as input parameters as
well as an ordered list of files containing file name, file identifier, and file path (as returned
from POST https://<host>:<port>/<namespace>/slp/<files>), and again the digest details
(MD5, as calculated on the CTS+ server). Responds either with
o A repetition (with values as stored on SLP server side) of the application type and
potentially other target-specifying details as well as the ordered list of files containing
file name, file identifier, file path, and digest details if the parameters and files are
ok/known, or otherwise
o

•

An error element with an ID, an error code, a user-readable message, and a (relative)
URL to the log file collection. CTS+ will extract these details and make them available
in the corresponding TMS import log.

POST https://<host>:<port>/<namespace>/slp/<rootURL>/actions/start
Purpose: Start the actual deployment, for target details and the file list as configured for this
CTS_DEPLOY process instance, on this SLP server.
Has no input parameter and no response, in case of failure an Error element with an ID, an
error code, a user-readable message, and a (relative) URL to the log file collection is expected
to be returned. CTS+ will then extract these details and make them available in the
corresponding TMS import log.

•

GET https://<host>:<port>/<namespace>/slp/<rootURL>/metadata: Return fixed resource with
details on used SL(P)P version (interface as described here refers to version 1.2.0).
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•

GET https://<host>:<port>/<namespace>/slp/processes/<process_instance_id>
Purpose: Poll the started CTS_DEPLOY process instance until it is finished (STATUS =
slp.process.state.FINISHED). The success state and log details (per file) are retrieved by
CTS+ afterwards.
Has no input parameters and returns:
o Details on this process instance, as in response of (successful) call to ‘POST
https://<host>:<port>/<namespace>/slp/<processes>‘. Only current status - being
either slp.process.state.ACTIVE or slp.process.state.FINISHED (once all related
tasks are also finished) - will be used by CTS+ for monitoring the process
progress, all other details of the response are ignored.

•

GET https://<host>:<port>/<namespace>/slp/<rootURL>/tasklist
Purpose: Retrieve the success state and log details per file (and for the whole process) to set
the corresponding TMS import return codes and store the processing details (or error details)
in the TMS import logs.
Has no input parameter and the response is:
o

As long as the process itself is not finished (i.e. the process status is
slp.task.state.INITIAL or slp.task.state.RUNNING): The list of currently running
tasks (process itself and tasks with status slp.task.state.RUNNING) belonging to
this CTS_DEPLOY process.
Note: CTS+ will not make use of the task entries until the process is finished.

o

Once the process is finished (i.e. the process state is slp.task.state.FINISHED or
slp.task.state.ERROR): The list of tasks (process itself and at least one task per file
to deploy) which belong to this CTS_DEPLOY process, each task element
containing the identifier, type, status (again either slp.task.state.FINISHED or
slp.task.state.ERROR), (relative) URL to log file collection, ctsErrorCode, and if
related to a file a reference to its identifying triple (name, ID, and path).

Assumptions/expectations:
1. The process state is leading. It will only turn to slp.task.state.FINISHED or
slp.task.state.ERROR if all other tasks are finished.
2. Each file is represented by an own task (there may be more, but CTS+ will ignore these),
the corresponding file identifier is a retrievable attribute of the task.
3. The process is identified by the type slp.task.type.PROCESS (occurring once per response)
and is identifiable also by the ctsProcessID (created by CTS+).
4. Once it is finished the process and all (CTS+/file-related) tasks will define a ‘ctsErrorCode’
with the allowed values being ‘OK’/’WARNING’/’CONTENT_ERROR’/’SEVERE_ERROR’, and
each offering a (relative) URL to the log file collection (esp. with details in warning/error cases,
see also description and examples in SAP Note 2418818 - Sample Files for Guide 'How
To...Implement CTS+ for your Application' in the file CTS_SLP_Deployment.zip): CTS+ will
extract these details and make them available in the corresponding TMS import log (using
relative URL to log file collection via ‘GET
https://<host>:<port>/<namespace>/slp/<rootURL>/<link_log_collection>’, and finally from
(relative) URL to log content returned therein via ‘GET
https://<host>:<port>/<namespace>/slp/<rootURL>/<link_log_content>’)..
Note
Mapping to known CTS import return codes is:
OK corresponds to RC=0
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WARNING corresponds to RC=4
CONTENT_ERROR corresponds to RC=8
SEVERE_ERROR corresponds to RC=12.
The decision between SEVERE_ERROR and CONTENT_ERROR mainly depends on
whether there is a chance to reapply the same content after fixing some non-content
issues: In this case, choose SEVERE_ERROR. If reapplying makes no sense, choose
CONTENT_ERROR.
•

DELETE https://<host>:<port>/<namespace>/slp/< processes>/<process_instance_id>
Purpose: Trigger cleanup of the CTS_DEPLOY instance.
Note: Application/SLP implementer must decide what that really means, i.e. trigger archiving
and/or deletion (e.g. of any temporary data) etc. (considering own auditing requirements etc.).
On CTS+ side, it will just mean that CTS+ will no more ask for any process-related details
since everything relevant to CTS+ is already known and stored on CTS+ side.
Has no input parameter and no response, as CTS+ will just trigger the call and will neither wait
for it to finish nor check its results (finally application/SLP implementer anyway must care
about -own- process cleanup, CTS+ only wants to help here on ‘housekeeping’).
Note
Cleanup (‘DELETE’) will also be called if CTS+ process timeout is reached (default: 1 hour,
can also be configured -see also SAP note 2324420), as this will indeed also mean that
CTS+ will no longer ask for details of this process.

Note
More service methods are requested/supported by the SL protocol (e.g. GET
https://<host>:<port>/<namespace>/slp/services/CTS_ DEPLOY/processes to list processes of
CTS_DEPLOY service), but they are not used in CTS+ scenario –so they are not described here.

7.1.2 Using the SLP server
First you need to create an HTTP destination in transaction SM59 on the communication system (CTS
System) of the target system, pointing to the SLP server root of the target system plus defining
authentication details for the SLP server:
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After saving your settings you may want to check via button ‘Connection Test’ whether your SLP
server is really reachable from ABAP communciation system (note that it will only call SLP root, via
GET https://<host>:<port>/<namespace>/slp, and without any authentication –so the settings of the
Logon & Security tab will not be checked now).
In the configuration of a non-ABAP target system, choose HTTP-based Deployment (applicationspecific) as deployment method for your application type to call your SLP server when content of your
application type is imported. Enter the name of the newly created HTTP destination (from transaction
SM59). Typically, values for Deploy URI, User, and Password are not needed here (as they are
usually already defined in HTTP destination), if they should be needed in your scenario the semantics
of the value that must be entered for the Deploy URI must be defined as part of the SLP server
implementation. CTS just hands over the value of the Deploy URI together with User and Password to
the SLP server that is responsible for this application type.
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Your SLP service must be able to process the import (‘deployment’) to this target runtime of your
application by just knowing the application content (attached as file to the transport request) plus the
data stored in HTTP destination (potentially plus DeployURI, user and password). CTS will not be able
to hand over more details/information during the import process.
This means that you must ensure that the HTTP destination (potentially plus DeployURI) contains and
can contain all the information needed. Details on the semantics supported by your SLP server and on
user and password supplied here (if your application uses the authentication details as stored in CTS)
must be told to the landscape administrator so that he can set up the system in an appropriate way.
If you intend to retrieve additional information specific to the target system from somewhere else (e.g.
authentication details) also these details must be told to the landscape administrator so that he can set
up the system in an appropriate way. And you may want to add details on how to retrieve this
additional information to the semantics of your Deploy URI.
Note
The length of Deploy URI is restricted to 250 characters.

7.2

SDM and Deploy Controller

SDM and Deploy Controller are the deployment methods that SAP provides by default if an application
runs on SAP NetWeaver. SDM is used for SAP NetWeaver 7.0 (including enhancement packages)
and lower releases; Deploy Controller is used for Java deployments starting with SAP NetWeaver
Composition Environment 7.1 or SAP NetWeaver Process Integration 7.1. To use this deployment
method, you only must enter the Deploy URL for SDM or Deploy Controller and a valid user and
password. You must use deployment formats supported by SAP like SCA or SDA. No further
implementation is required.
If SDM is used:
• The deploy URL must look like the following: http://<host>:<port>. The default port is
5<system number>18.
• Use SDM as user name and enter the SDM password.
If Deploy Controller is used:
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•
•

7.3

The deploy URL must look like the following: http://<host>:<port>. The default port is
5<system number>04.
A user ID of a user with deployment permissions on the J2EE engine and his password must
be entered.

Script-based deployment

If you want to connect to CTS using script-based deployment, you must implement an applicationspecific import script. CTS specifies a list of parameters provided to the script and defines valid Return
Codes. There are also administrative rules about how the script should be properly activated, but this
will be covered a bit later. First, we would like to show which requirements are implied to the script
itself. The script should be implemented as a standard batch script (.bat) for the Windows-like
operating systems or as standard shell script (.sh) for the UNIX-like platforms. The platform on which
the AS JAVA hosting the CTS Deploy Web Service runs determines which script will be used (.sh or
.bat). If the AS JAVA runs on a Windows platform, the deploy.bat batch script must be provided.
If the AS JAVA runs under a UNIX-like system, the deploy.sh shell script must be provided. In turn,
if the AS JAVA is organized to run in a cluster on both Windows-like and UNIX-like systems, both
script implementations are needed. This means that usually you must provide both types of scripts.
For simplicity reasons, we will use the Windows-only case in the further discussion, but please keep in
mind that exactly the same rules and requirements apply for the UNIX shell script, if needed. In the
picture below, which shows the AS JAVA cluster scenario only the main deployment participants are
mentioned.
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The deploy.bat is to be a batch script responsible for the application type specific deployments as
needed at customer site. It is the main script which controls deployment of the different application
types defined in your system for the SCRIPT deployment. Usually, the main script simply calls the
corresponding "subscripts" responsible for deployment of specific applications.
The list of predefined parameters will be passed together with the script call from the CTS Deploy Web
Service. The parameters list is designed in such a way that the parameter values could explicitly and
clearly provide all information required for the deployment. Or – in other words - the CTS Deploy Web
Service delegates the deployment request to the well-defined batch script and expects to get
reasonable results back. What the script does and how it does it is up to the script provider. The script
developer can implement, for example, simple ftp-based file copying or start any other script or run an
available (if any) deploying application. If you already have a Python deploying script or you would like
to develop such a script in PERL, you are welcome. All you must do in the batch script for such a case
is to adjust it and to handle the incoming parameters, so that your “real” deploying application can
understand them. Then just call your application and when it finishes return the corresponding Return
Code back.

7.3.1 The Syntax of the deploy.bat Script Call
Within the scripts that you are going to write, you can use several parameters. The values for the
parameters are delivered by CTS. The batch script will be called by the CTS Deploy Web Service as
follows:
deploy.bat <mode> <appl-type> <connection> <user> <password> <[file]>
The parameters are strictly ordered and have the meaning as described below:
•

•
•

•

mode: CONNECT or DEPLOY
The mode indicates simply the mode of the functionality the script is invoked with. CONNECT
value means that the script should test if the deployment is possible. DEPLOY value means,
that the script should perform the real deployment.
appl-type: indicates the application type of deployment the script must process.
connection: connection data in the form of a string (may be URI-like) specifying the target
destination of deployment. It can contain spaces inside, so for example, "sap.dev.com 8888”
is an example for an allowed value.
user: a user name, a valid credential to deploy the file content. Used, if it is configured in CTS.
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•

•

password: the user's password, a valid credential to deploy the file content. Used, if it is
configured in CTS. Please note that depending on the version of the Script Deployer
component running on your AS JAVA either a real password configured in CTS (old) or the
"filled" constant as a replacement (new) will be provided as a parameter. In the last case, the
script must read the password from the standard input.
file: the absolute path of a file to be deployed. It is mandatory only for the DEPLOY mode.
Note
User and password are passed into the script if they are configured in CTS for your nonABAP system. If not, “NULL” value for the user and empty string for the password will be
used. If password value is “FILLED” the script must read the password value from the
input stream. Your deploy executables can also use credentials which are out of scope of
CTS configuration settings. These details have then to be told to the landscape
administrator so that he can set up the system in an appropriate way. And you may want
to add details on how to retrieve this additional information to the semantics of your
Deploy URI

Depending on the version of the Script Deployer component that is running on your AS JAVA, the
parameters will be provided either quoted (new behavior) or not (old behavior). For more information,
see SAP Note 1682508.

7.3.2 The Expected Return Codes from the Script
As described in the previous chapter, you can use the script in two modes: CONNECT means that the
script should test if the deployment is possible. DEPLOY means, that the script should perform the
real deployment.
The possible return codes and the meaning of the values depend on the mode that you use:
a) CONNECT mode
For calls in CONNECT mode two return codes are supported:
RC = 0 means the script has been successfully completed;
RC = 12 means that an error happened during connect call.
Error details could be printed to error channel, note that however only the first 100 characters
will be transferred to ABAP backend. So, try to ensure to convey the important error details in
first 100 characters.
b) DEPLOY mode
During the deployment procedure, the multiple transport requests, in turn containing the
multiple transport entities are being processed by the CTS Deploy Web Service. The batch
script will be called for each transport entity separately. Returning reasonable Return Codes
is needed to optimize and monitor the whole deployment process. So, for example, if during
the transport entity processing a fatal error occurs, there is no sense to proceed with the
deployment with the next (rest of the) transport entities. One of the following predefined
values of the Return Code is expected from the script execution.
RC = 0 means the script has been successfully completed;
RC = 8 means that some content related error happened during transport entity deployment.
The other entities of the transport request will be processed further. A next try to deploy the
same content makes no sense and a new content must be provided first.
RC = 12 means that some non-content related error happened during transport entity
deployment. After the problems are resolved, the next try for deployment of the same entity
content should be done. The other entities of the transport request should be processed
further.
RC = 13: The error meaning is the same as for RC = 12, the difference is only that it specifies
that it makes no sense to proceed with deployment of other transport entities, so the whole
deployment process should be stopped immediately.
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Note
Decision between RC=12/13 and RC=8 mainly depends on whether there is a chance
to reapply the same content after fixing some non-content issues: In this case RC=12
(or 13) shall be chosen. The recommendation to the CTS import administrator is to
retry the import again, once the problem is solved as the error will (probably)
disappear.
If reapplying makes no sense, choose RC=8. The recommendation to the import
administrator is not to retry the import again, as the error will remain.
Note
RC=13 is only used internally for communication between script and its caller, to
ensure further processing of transport entities is stopped. It will not be shown in CTS
UIs or logs: There it will always be mapped to RC=12.
For example, if an error is a result of simply wrong defined environment or infrastructure, the
same transport entity can be tried to be deployed later, as soon as the environment problem
is fixed. In such cases the Return Code value “12” is reasonable as long as the processing of
the next entities is still desired. If the error is some kind of “fatal” error and further processing
of transport entities is senseless, it’s a clear candidate for the Return Code value “13”. A
good example of return value “8” could be a case when deployment fails because of some
missing required parts/files in the deploying transport entity archive.
In case of errors, proper error descriptions need to be printed into the command prompt to
ensure proper monitoring. This output is then read by the script caller from CTS and finally
passed into the CTS deployment log. The transport administrator will then be able to view
these error messages by using the usual CTS log viewer.
Note
Error details shall be printed to error channel, so they will be highlighted in the CTS
import log as red lines: Use ”>&2” for Windows or ”1>&2” for UNIX (see also examples
in SAP Note 2418818 - Sample Files for Guide 'How To...Implement CTS+ for your
Application’ in the file CTS+ Deploying Script Sample.zip), for embedded JAVA
coding use ‘System.err’ (instead of ‘System.out’).
Some valid examples of the script call
deploy.bat CONNECT DEMO localhost user password
deploy.bat DEPLOY DEMO c:\deploy-folder user pass c:\files\test.jar
deploy.bat DEPLOY DEMO "10.10.10.10:8888 c:\deploy-folder" user pass
c:\test.jar
Note
DEMO is in here just an example for an application type used for the demo purposes.

7.3.3 Template of the deploy.bat (deploy.sh)
The deploy.bat and deploy_DEMO.bat batch scripts provided (in SAP Note 2418818 - Sample Files
for Guide 'How To...Implement CTS+ for your Application' in the file CTS+ Deploying Script
Sample.zip) can serve first of all as nice templates for developing your “real” batch deploying scripts.
But they can also be used as a simple executable performing some demo functionality for clearer
understanding of the script-based deployment concept. By executing the "deploy.bat /?"
command, you can get the short help on the list of expected parameters as well as on valid Return
Codes. Also, the delivered template can be used as dispatcher for calling scripts of different
application types. SAP does not provide any support for this script nor takes responsibility for any
damages caused.
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In the CONNECT mode the demo script checks if the specified directory (as a value of the connection
parameter) exists and if so, it checks additionally if it is writable.
In the DEPLOY mode the demo script copies the specified file (the last parameter) into the target
directory (as a value of the connection parameter).
Note
The demo implementation of the script only processes requests of the “DEMO” application type.
Execution of the script for any other application type will fail with the corresponding error
message. If your deploying script is going to process requests of different application types, you
must implement the “if – else” modules, so that all your possible application types are handled
correctly.

7.3.4 The Batch Script Activation
To enable script-based deployment it must be activated – by copying the scripts to the appropriate
folder as defined by CTS+. As soon as this is done, it can be invoked by the CTS Deploy Web Service
that starts the deployment.
To avoid any misunderstanding, the script name is fixed and defined as:
•
•

deploy.bat - for Windows-like platforms
deploy.sh - for UNIX-like platforms.

Depending on the operating system on which the CTS Deploy Web Service runs, the corresponding
script will be executed.
The deploy.bat (deploy.sh) is the main script which is to be executed by CTS+ DeployWS. In turn, the
script itself can call other customer scripts or executables if needed. So, for example, if for different
application types there are special deploying scripts (executables), they can be run from the main
deploy.bat script. For such cases, a simple script snippet (Windows) can look like the next:
IF /I %1=="ABC" GOTO abc
IF /I %1=="XYZ" GOTO xyz
GOTO notdef
:abc
ECHO Application Type - ABC
call abc.bat %1 %2 %3 %4 %5 %6
ECHO RC: %ERRORLEVEL%
goto end
:xyz
ECHO Application Type - XYZ
call xyz.bat %1 %2 %3 %4 %5 %6
ECHO RC: %ERRORLEVEL%
goto end
:notdef
ECHO Unknown Application Type: Deployment not supported
The script must be able to process both modes (DEPLOY, CONNECT) for all application types.
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7.3.4.1 Installation Steps
To enable a deployment script for usage in CTS+ the following steps must be accomplished:
1. Prepare the main script as well as scripts managing deployment of contents of different application
types. You can use the provided deploy.bat/deploy_DEMO.bat
(deploy.sh/deploy_DEMO.sh) as templates.
2. Figure out (i.e. via the System Information Console of the AS JAVA) which value has the
"sys.global.dir" system property for the AS JAVA hosting the CTS Deploy Web Service. For
example, the default value of "sys.global.dir" property on Windows platforms is:
"c:\\usr\sap\<SID>\SYS\global". A new "CtsScripts" subfolder must be created here. The
scripts must be placed into the "CtsScripts" folder. So, taking into an account the default value of
the "sys.global.dir" system property of AS JAVA, the path to the script under Windows OS
should look like: "c:\\usr\sap\<SID>\SYS\global\CtsScripts\deploy.bat".
3. Ensure security settings according to your needs and security policy:
3.1. The batch script should have "execute" permissions for the user under which the AS JAVA
runs.
3.2. The "CtsScripts" directory should have restricted permissions for other users not involved into
the deployment and setup process.
4. Test if the script can be successfully executed (by the proper user), for example in the
"CONNECT" mode.
5. Configure your TMS import system(s) accordingly to use script-based deployment for the
application types in question. Details are provided in the next chapter.
The provided "deploy.sh/deploy_DEMO.sh" templates can be used as a base to prepare your UNIXlike deployment scripts.
Note
Details on how to setup application-specific scripts must be described in application-specific
documentation.

7.3.5 Using the Script
In the definition of a non-ABAP target system choose ‘Script-based Deployment’ as deployment
method for your application type to invoke your script when content of your application type is
imported. The semantics of the value that must be entered for Deploy URI must be defined as part of
the script implementation. CTS just hands over the value of Deploy URI together with User and
Password to the script responsible for this application type.
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Your script must be able to process the import (‘deployment’) to this target runtime of your application
by just knowing the application content (attached as file to the transport request) plus the data stored
in Deploy URI, User and Password. CTS will not be able to hand over more details/information during
the import process.
This means that you must ensure that the Deploy URI contains and can contain all the information
needed. The details on the semantics supported by your script, and on user and password supplied
here (if your application uses the authentication details as stored in CTS) must be told to the
landscape administrator so that he can set up the system in an appropriate way.
If you intend to retrieve additional information specific to the target system from somewhere else (e.g.
authentication details) also these details must be told to the landscape administrator so that he can set
up the system in an appropriate way. And you may want to add details on how to retrieve this
additional information to the semantics of your Deploy URI.
Note
The length of Deploy URI is restricted to 250 characters.

7.4

Application-Specific Deployer (EJB)

...

If you want to connect your application with CTS using an application-specific deployer (EJB), you
must implement an EJB for your application type. You can use the Import API to do so. The
implementation must be deployed on the system where the CTS Deploy Web Service is hosted.
The implementation of your EJB defines what an administrator on CTS side must enter as Deploy URI
when defining a non-ABAP target system for your application type. Look at the chapter Using the EJB
for details.

7.4.1 The Import API
Integration into the CTS import process via EJB is done by implementing a stateless session bean on
application side. This EJB must implement the DeployerEjb interface. Beans implementing this
interface will be looked up on the SAP NetWeaver AS JAVA where the Deploy Web Service is hosted
and will then be called during a CTS import.
You need to implement the following parts:
1. The ejb file that contains the code implementing the EJB (‘test.sap.com~test~tc~cts~deployer.ear’
in the example below)
2.The ear file that packs the ejb.jar as an application and makes it deployable
(‘test.sap.com~test~tc~cts~deployer-ejb20.ear’ or ‘test.sap.com~test~tc~cts~deployer-ejb30.ear’
in the example below)
The bean that you develop needs to match with the version of the SAP NetWeaver stack on which the
Deploy Web Service is running. If you deploy on an SAP NetWeaver 7.0 stack (including
enhancement packages) you need to implement the EJB according to the ejb2.0 standard.
If your SAP NetWeaver stack is on a higher release, you need to implement the EJB according to the
ejb3.0 standard.
See the two example ear files containing implementations of the EJB provided in SAP Note 2418818 Sample Files for Guide 'How To...Implement CTS+ for your Application':
test.sap.com~test~tc~cts~deployer-ejb20.ear
test.sap.com~test~tc~cts~deployer-ejb30.ear
The source code of the bean project is included in the src.zip in the respective ear file.
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Note
SAP does not provide any support for this example code or takes responsibility for any damages
caused.
Important points when implementing the EJB for ejb2.0
The examples mentioned here refer to the files included in the test.sap.com~test~tc~cts~deployerejb20.ear archive.
1) Your session bean needs to declare the classes
com.sap.tc.ts.is.api.DeployerEjbLocalHome as local-home and
com.sap.tc.ts.is.api.DeployerEjb2_0 as local interface as defined in the ejb-jar.xml
(see sample ejb file, in the META-INF folder)
<enterprise-beans>
<session>
<ejb-name>TestDeployerEjbBean</ejb-name>
<localhome>com.sap.tc.ts.is.api.DeployerEjbLocalHome</local-home>
<local>com.sap.tc.ts.is.api.DeployerEjb2_0</local>
<ejbclass>com.sap.test.tc.ts.is.api.TestDeployerEjbBean</ejb-class>
<session-type>Stateless</session-type>
<transaction-type>Container</transaction-type>
</session>
</enterprise-beans>
2) Your session bean needs to implement the methods defined in the DeployerEjb2_0 interface.
It needs implement the Interface “SessionBean” of the ejb Framework as well (see example
‘TestDeployerEjbBean.java’ in ejb file)
3) Define the ‘application_type’ for which your bean shall work in the JNDI name of the bean in
the file ejb-j2ee-engine.xml (see example ejb file, in the META-INF folder):
<enterprise-bean>
<ejb-name>TestDeployerEjbBean</ejb-name>
<jndi-name>sap.com/tc~cts~appl/’application_type’</jndiname>
<container-size>10</container-size>
<session-props/>
</enterprise-bean>
4) Make sure to add the application.xml in the META-INF folder of the deploy bean (ear file in the
example).
Important points when implementing the EAR for the ejb2.0
1) Do not pack the transport_api as jar into your ear file. Instead, declare runtime-dependencies
to this interface in the application-j2ee-engine.xml (located in the META-INF folder of the ear file).
<reference reference-type="hard">
<reference-target provider-name="sap.com" targettype="library">com.sap.tc.ts.transport_api</reference-target>
</reference>
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2) Make sure to add the application.xml in the META-INF folder of the deploy bean (ejb file in the
example) to declare the bean you are deploying.
Important points when implementing the EJB for ejb3.0
The examples mentioned here refer to the files included in the test.sap.com~test~tc~cts~deployerejb30.ear archive.
1) Your session bean needs to implement the DeployerEjb as local interface. This is done by the
annotations
@Local(value={DeployerEjb.class})
@Stateless
in the source code (See ‘TestDeployerEjbBean.java’ in the ejb file).
2) The application type of your bean is defined by the return value of the function
‘getApplicationTypes()’ which is part of the DeployerEjb interface and needs to be implemented in
the bean.
Important points when implementing the EAR for the ejb3.0
1) Do not pack the transport_api as jar into your ear file. Instead, declare runtime-dependencies to
this interface in the application-j2ee-engine.xml (located in the META-INF folder of the ear file)
<reference reference-type="hard">
<reference-target provider-name="sap.com" targettype="library">tc/cts/transport_api</reference-target>
</reference>
How the EJB is looked up by the Deploy Web Service
The Deploy Web Service identifies the beans by their self-defined attribute application type. To
activate the bean this application type needs to be registered with the CTS+ configuration as
described in the chapter Using the EJB.
Checking the configuration – the connect method
The CTS+ framework offers a ‘check-configuration’ functionality which allows verification of the validity
of the configuration of the framework. During this test the ‘connect’ method in the DeployEjb is called
with the configuration data. The connect method is supposed to use this connect information to build
up a connection to the target. Any error should be recorded by throwing a ServiceException with a text
specifying the details of the error.
The import process itself
When a CTS import is triggered, the data needed for processing the import (‘deployment’ to
application runtime) will be provided to the implementer of the interface via a so-called DeployEvent.
Within the DeployEvent there is
1. The communication data to open a remote connection to the deploy target (so-called
ConnectionSettings).
2.
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More details on the objects used here can be found in corresponding
TransportAPI_JavaDoc.zip. You can find it in SAP Note 2418818 - Sample Files for Guide
'How To...Implement CTS+ for your Application' in the file TransportAPI_JavaDoc.zip.
For the processing of the import the order of deployment is given by the sequence of the items
(TransportRequest, TransportEntity) forwarded with the DeployEvent. You can retrieve the file you
need to process either by the TransportEntity.getContent() method or by the
TransportEntity.getContentAsFile() method.
Sample coding can be found in SAP Note 2418818 - Sample Files for Guide 'How To...Implement
CTS+ for your Application' in the file CTS_example_ears.zip.
The import process and logging possibilities
To log the import process, you should use the following methods. All information you log will be
forwarded to the CTS transport log (Step 'Deployment') and persisted there. This information can be
used for quick analysis in case of errors or as documentation of the changes triggered by the import.
The information will be saved even in case your application should end with an exception.
1. When starting to work on an item you should call the
TransportEntity.getTransportEntityResult() method. On the
TransportEntityResult object you can log information about the import process (see logging
below).
2. When you start working on a TransportEntity item you should call the
TransportEntityResult.setStatusInProcess() as a first action.
3. If you want to log information for the TransportEntity use the Log object that you get with the
TransportEntityResult.getLog() method. Depending on the level you log, the 'CTS
Transport Return Code' is determined. The highest Return Code is the final Return Code:
• Logging with Log.info(String msg) corresponds to RC 0
• Logging with Log.warning(String msg) corresponds to RC 4
• Logging with Log.error(String msg) corresponds to RC 8
• Logging with Log.internalError(String msg) corresponds to RC 12
The import process and error handling strategies
Concerning the handling of errors during deployment, the Import API supports several cases:
1. The deployment was successful. Call the TransportEntityResult.setStatusOk() method to
document this. This corresponds to 'CTS Transport Return Code' 0.
2.

The deployment failed. Here two cases need to be distinguished:
•

•

The failure is caused by an inconsistent content. Call the
TransportEntityResult.setStatusError() method to document this. This
corresponds to 'CTS Transport Return Code' 8. Continue processing the next entities. The
recommendation for these TransportEntitys to the import administrator is not to retry the
import again, as the error will remain.
The failure is caused by missing resources (remote connection not available, database
not reachable ...). Throw a ServiceException giving hints how to solve the failure. This
corresponds to 'CTS Transport Return Code' 12. This will stop the import. The
recommendation for these TransportEntitys to the CTS import administrator is to retry the
import again, once the problem is solved as the error will (probably) disappear.
Note
The decision between RC=12 and RC=8 mainly depends on whether there is a
chance to reapply the same content after fixing some non-content issues: In this case
RC=12 shall be chosen. If reapplying makes no sense, choose RC=8.
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7.4.2 Using the EJB
In the configuration of a non-ABAP target system choose ‘EJB-based Deployment (applicationspecific)’ as deployment method for your application type to call your EJB when content of your
application type is imported. The semantics of the value that must be entered for Deploy URI must be
defined as part of the EJB implementation. CTS just hands over the value of Deploy URI together with
User and Password to the EJB responsible for this application type.

Your EJB must be able to process the import (‘deployment’) to this target runtime of your application
by just knowing the application content (attached as file to the transport request) plus the data stored
in DeployURI, user and password. CTS will not be able to hand over more details/information during
the import process.
This means that you must ensure that the Deploy URI contains and can contain all the information
needed. Details on the semantics supported by your EJB and on user and password supplied here (if
your application uses the authentication details as stored in CTS) must be told to the landscape
administrator so that he can set up the system in an appropriate way.
If you intend to retrieve additional information specific to the target system from somewhere else (e.g.
authentication details) also these details must be told to the landscape administrator so that he can set
up the system in an appropriate way. And you may want to add details on how to retrieve this
additional information to the semantics of your Deploy URI.
Note
The length of Deploy URI is restricted to 250 characters.

8. Usage of your Application Type at Export
Time
Your application type is used in two cases
1. When exporting something with the help of the export tool of your application if it is closely
coupled. In this case, the application must send the correct application type to CTS. The user
doesn’t have to take care but he can view the application type in the Transport Organizer Web
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UI when looking at the Object List of the respective transport request.

Details on how this can be achieved are given in chapter Enabling CTS for Exports.
2. When using the Transport Organizer Web UI to attach a file to a transport request (loose
coupling). In this case, the user must choose the correct application type while uploading the
file that he exported before and stored e.g. on his desktop.

In both cases, the application type is needed to find the correct deployment method for a file when you
import a transport request. For details, look at chapter Enabling Imports via CTS.
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9. Enabling CTS for Exports
In this chapter, you can find information on how to implement an automatic attachment of exported
files inside your application – in the first picture, this is shown as step
. The final integration of
CTS into an application (close coupling) should contain the option to attach objects to a transport
request directly from within the application. It should not be required to download any file from the
application and attach / upload it manually to a transport request.
To achieve CTS+ integration on the export side use ABAP-based Web services. Look at the chapter
Portal Export Tool as an example how CTS+ can be integrated into the export tool of an application.
This example should give you some hints about the information and features that should be available
and give an impression what this integration could look like.

9.1

Using Web Services

In the following, you can find a short description of the functionality offered by the Export Web Service.
The Web Service is an ABAP Web Service and runs on the CTS System where the SL Toolset is
installed.
Note
Prerequisite for starting this call sequence is that objects to be transported are already selected
or at least known (before calling GET_DEFAULT_REQUEST).

9.1.1 Call Sequence
A typical call sequence would be:
1.

Contact CTS ABAP backend (via GET_DEFAULT_REQUEST) to get details of the default
transport request, to which application content would then be attached: Display returned
attributes of transport request or exception details (see also Check creation of request for more
details) in application UI, together with URL allowing to open up CTS Transport Organizer Web UI
in a special mode (e.g. to check further details of the transport request, change transport request
attributes or choose another transport request for attaching the application content). The returned
PREFERRED_TRANSPORTMODE property informs about a configured way of content
transporting [SHARE, STREAM].

2.

[if use of transport request is confirmed] Transfer application data to a location that CTS ABAP
backend can use – either via setup of share (SHARE preferred transport mode) or via
UPLOAD_BYTES_INTO_FILE (STREAM preferred transport mode). For large content (e.g. >50
MB) the upload process can be split into 2 or more subsequent operations. The
APPEND_BYTES_INTO_FILE operation should be called additionally until the entire upload is
finished, providing the FILE_HANDLE as input parameter previously returned by the
UPLOAD_BYTES_INTO_FILE.

3.

Include application content into (formerly confirmed) transport request (via
ATTACH_TO_REQUEST). In addition, meta information (‘file attributes’ and ‘object list’) of the
application content should be transferred to CTS ABAP backend. The object ID in the object list
should be unique for the given application type. This information (application type and object ID)
will be used also later for export/attaching checks and import checks, and must thus uniquely
identify a given object. In addition, an ordering based additionally on Object Type and timestamp
of last modification, for objects changed in the same source location, will be used by Downgrade
Protection (DGP) calculations (if enabled, as described below in Interface Descriptions for
method ATTACH_TO_REQUEST) in Change Request Management or Quality Gate
Management in SAP Solution Manager.
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Note
o

More information on import checks can be found under Import Queue Web UI Performing Import Checks.

o

More information on export/attaching checks can be found at Attaching Check for
Non-ABAP Objects or in SAP note 2392088.

o

More information on DGP checks as supported for non-ABAP objects can be found
under Downgrade Protection.

o

For import checks, the Object Type is only treated as attribute of Object ID, i.e. is not
used for identifying/comparing objects.

o

Note also that export/attaching checks, import checks and DGP do not support object
lists that use hierarchies. That is, when parent objects are modeled and listed -using
PARENT_ID (as described below in Interface Descriptions for method
ATTACH_TO_REQUEST).

4.

Finally, the application must tell that its attached content is now ready for being distributed to the
transport landscape as defined in CTS (by calling SUBMIT_REQUEST). In addition, the returned
URL must be offered to the application user, which will allow specifically checking the currently
handled transport request (e.g. show its release state and logs).

5.

In addition, each application integrated with CTS should offer a link (URL) to the general
Transport Organizer Web UI, offering access to transport organizer functionalities (via
GET_ORGANIZER_URL). Providing the optional REQUEST_ID parameter to this operation
would return the request specific URL of the Transport Organizer which could be also offered by
the application.

9.1.2 CTS Export Web Service Activation
You can activate and configure the CTS Export Web Service using the SOA Management web tool.
Note
The following procedure and screenshots refer to SOA Management in SAP NetWeaver
7.4, Support Package Stack 18. If you are using SOA Management in another release or
Support Package level, refer to the appropriate documentation on SAP Help Portal.
For more information about SOA Management and the configuration of a binding, refer to
the following information:
- SAP Help Portal under Configuring a Service Provider.
- ABAP Connectivity Wiki in SAP Community Network, especially How to configure a
Service Provider.
For more information on the changed functions in SOA Management as of SAP
NetWeaver 7.02 SP08 and 7.30 SP03 see SAP Note 1575707.
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Log on to the CTS System in the client
that you have defined when configuring
the development system.
To start the application, enter the
transaction code SOAMANAGER.
(For more information about SOA
Management and the configuration of a
binding, refer to the links in the Note
section above.)
After the required authentication is
done, the SOA Management UI opens
in a Web browser.
On the Service Administration tab,
choose Web Service Configuration.
Search for the Service Definition of CTS
Export Web Service called
EXPORT_CTS_WS.
Click on the corresponding link of the
entry in the Search Result section.

For one service definition (here:
EXPORT_CTS_WS), you can define
multiple services. For one service, you
can define multiple bindings and
configure them independently.
To create new services and/or bindings
choose Create service.
Note: You can also display or change
the settings of existing bindings (and
services) by choosing the appropriate
icons.
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In the first step of the configuration
wizard, you define the Service Name, its
Description and a Binding Name.

The most important configuration
settings are defined in the second step
of the configuration wizard: Define the
Provider Security settings, e.g. in
Transport Level Security and in
Authentication Settings, according to
your security requirements and
depending on what is supported by the
connectivity framework of your
application.
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For easier service access, we
recommend that you also define the
binding alias using the Alternative
Access URL in the third step of the
configuration wizard.
To ensure unique alternative access
URLs we recommend that you add the
client in which you are logged on to the
alias.

After finishing the configuration wizard,
a new service and/or binding will be
shown.
Use the display icon to see the details
of your configuration, such as the
security settings or the Calculated
Access URL.
Note: Here, you can also access the
WSDL of the binding.

The Calculated Access URL is
displayed in the Transport Settings tab.
Make sure that the client used in the
Alternative Access URL is the same as
the one that is contained in the
Calculated Access URL. If not, switch to
Edit mode and adjust the value in the
Alternative Access URL accordingly.
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Note
•

•

Concerning the role assignments of users that use the EXPORT_CTS_WS AS ABAP
web service of the CTS system, see the last section of SAP Note 1003674 (on roles
like SAP_CTS_PLUS, SAP_BC_WEBSERVICE_CONSUMER)
If you encounter problems later when using this web service, you can typically find
details for errors in the Application Log (transaction SLG1) for object CTSPLUS, see
also SAP Note 2286312 for more details. To be able to view the logs, you must be
logged on to the system in the client that hosts the Export Web Service.

9.1.3 Interface Descriptions
Remarks:
•

Mandatory fields are marked in bold red. Fields with existing default value but where usually
input is needed to support all possible CTS scenarios are marked in red.

•

For some fields, there are length restrictions on the ABAP backend server, for the most
important fields these are mentioned below.

•

XML is used as data exchange format to ABAP backend, so ensure that valid XML is used as
payload (e.g. special characters like ‘&’ or ‘<’ need to be escaped to ‘&amp;’ or ‘&lt;’, etc.).
This especially holds true for variable content like file names or object list details (object IDs,
object names etc.).

To call the CTS Web Service a client application must be authenticated against the ABAP backend.
The service will use the authenticated user (and his/her logon language) as default. If the client
application runs on behalf of a “technical” user, it should explicitly specify a “real” user name and
language in the corresponding service calls (e.g. GET_DEFAULT_REQUEST or GET_ORGANIZER_URL).
CHAR1-fields are used to denote BOOLEAN values below.

GET_DEFAULT_REQUEST - returns (or creates) a default request.
Returns a transport request, as configured in transport backend for a given application type, a given
user and a given software component.
Parameters:
CTS_WS_REQUEST_FILTER –>
SID

(STRING)

system ID

APPLICATION_TYPE (STRING) the type of an application
USER_NAME

(STRING) user name, as logged in on application side
Note
ABAP backend supports only 12 characters for user names.

COMPONENT_ID

(STRING) the software component

DESCRIPTION_PROPOSAL

(STRING) the proposed value for the request description -is
used only if request does not already have a description
assigned (i.e. esp. when a new request is created)
Note
Only 60 characters are supported in backend.
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REFRESH_MODE

(CHAR 1) defines whether only request details are
'reread'/'refreshed' or a new request shall be
created/retrieved [only used for backend in CREATE mode].
Default value is ‘F’ - false. The ‘T’ (as well as ‘X’) stands for
true.

Returns:
CTS_WS_REQUEST_RESPONSE ->
CTS_WS_REQUEST ->
REQUEST_ID (STRING)
OWNER

(STRING)

DESCRIPTION (STRING)
CTS_WS_RESPONSE ->
CTS_WS_REPLY ->
RETURN_CODE

(INT)

ERROR_MESSAGE

(STRING)

CTS_WS_LOG_ITEMS [ ]
SEVERITY

(STRING)

CLASSIFICATION (STRING)
MESSAGE

(STRING)

URL

(STRING)

PREFERRED_TRANSPORTMODE

(STRING)

UPLOAD_BYTES_INTO_FILE - uploads bytes into the file
Parameters:
CONTENT

bytes to be uploaded

FILE_NAME

(STRING) file name of the uploading file (unique file name is expected, at least
per application type)

Returns:
CTS_WS_UPLOAD_RESPONSE ->
FILE_HANDLE (STRING)
FILE_SIZE (INT)
CTS_WS_REPLY ->
RETURN_CODE
MESSAGE

(INT)

(STRING)

CTS_WS_LOG_ITEMS [ ]
SEVERITY

(STRING)

CLASSIFICATION (STRING)
MESSAGE

(STRING)

APPEND_BYTES_INTO_FILE - appends bytes to the specified (by FILE_HANDLE) file
The operation can be used when a huge content must be uploaded to the server. The upload process
is initiated with the UPLOAD_BYTES_INTO_FILE operation which returns a file handle on the server
side.
Parameters:
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CONTENT

bytes to be uploaded and appended to the previously uploaded part

FILE_HANDLE

(STRING) a handle to the file on the server

Returns:
CTS_WS_UPLOAD_RESPONSE ->
FILE_HANDLE (STRING)
FILE_SIZE (INT)
CTS_WS_REPLY ->
RETURN_CODE
MESSAGE

(INT)

(STRING)

CTS_WS_LOG_ITEMS [ ]
SEVERITY

(STRING)

CLASSIFICATION (STRING)
MESSAGE

(STRING)

ATTACH_TO_REQUEST - attaches the entity (objects list) and content to the request
Parameters:
REQUEST_ID

(STRING) request ID to which the objects/content are to be
attached.

CTS_WS_TRANSPORT_ENTITY ->
FILE_HANDLE

(STRING) the file handle

APPLICATION_TYPE

(STRING) application type of the transport entity

CTS_WS_OBJECT_LIST_ENTRIES

list of transport entity objects to be attached

ID

(STRING) object ID (unique for given APPLICATION_TYPE)

TYPE

(STRING) object type

NAME

(STRING) object name (language independent)

ADDITIONAL_INFO
VERSION_ID

(STRING)

(STRING) object version id

MASTER_LANG
DETAILS_URI
PARENT_ID

additional info (language independent)

(CHAR 2) master language of this object list entity,
formatted as two-digit (lower-case) ISO 639 code
(STRING) UI link to display details of the object list entity (version)

(STRING) the object ID of the parent object for the object list entity
Note

o Import checks and DGP do not support object lists that use hierarchies,
i.e. are setting PARENT_ID. More information on import checks can be
found at More information on import checks can be found under Import
Queue Web UI - Performing Import Checks.
o More information on DGP checks as supported for non-ABAP objects can
be found under Downgrade Protection.
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object list entity
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(STRING) the object ID of the second parent object for the
object list entity
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IS_COMPLETE

(CHAR 1) indicates whether the object list entity is
completely contained in the attached transport entity (if not
this object may e.g. represent a reference object or a larger
container object). Valid values: ‘T’, ‘F’, ‘ ‘ -> true, false,
unknown

Note
Value ‘F’ is only meant for parent objects, and in this case, it is expected that
a list of completely contained child objects is supplied as well.
IS_DELETION

LAST_MODIFIED_AT

(CHAR 1) indicates whether this object list entity shall be
deleted on import. Valid values: ‘T’, ‘F’, ‘ ‘ -> true, false,
unknown
(STRING) time of last change of this object list entity (in
UTC), format: “YYYYMMDDHHmmssmmm”

LAST_MODIFIED_BY (STRING) name of the user who did the last change on this
object list entity
CTS_WS_LANG_PARTS ->
LANGUAGE

(CHAR 2) the language of the texts for the
assigned object

NAME

(STRING) the name of the assigned object
in the specified language

CAPTION

(STRING) the caption (short human
readable description) of the object

ADDITIONALINFO

(STRING) some additional, application
specific information for the assigned object

FILE_ATTRIBUTES - [ ] ->

list of attributes assigned to the given object

ATTRIBUTE_NAME

(CHAR 40) attribute name

ATTRIBUTE_VALUE

(STRING) attribute value

Note
To enable DGP based on objectlist information the following attributes must
be filled:
1. ‘TIMESTAMPS_COMPARABLE’, with value ‘T’(true), to confirm that the
sequence of object versions from one source location can be derived from
comparing values (‘as is’) of LAST_MODIFIED_AT (also meaning that for all or at least very most- object types a value for LAST_MODIFIED_AT is
present)
2. ‘CONTENT_SOURCE_ID’ with a value uniquely identifying a source
location -at least per application type- so that for same source locations
LAST_MODIFIED_AT values can be compared to give a version ordering (for
objects with same object ID). CONTENT_SOURCE_IDs must also be reliably
different for different source locations, for which comparison of
LAST_MODIFIED_AT can NOT be used to give a version ordering.
ATTACH_USER

(STRING) attaching user

CONTENT_OWNER
DESCRIPTION

(STRING) content owner
(STRING) description

Returns:
CTS_WS_TRA_RESPONSE ->
CTS_WS_REPLY ->
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RETURN_CODE
MESSAGE

(INT)

(STRING)

CTS_WS_LOG_ITEMS [ ]
SEVERITY

(STRING)

CLASSIFICATION (STRING)
MESSAGE
URL

(STRING)

(STRING)

SUBMIT_REQUEST - releases the specified request
Parameters:
REQUEST_ID (STRING) request ID to be submitted
Returns
CTS_WS_TRA_RESPONSE
CTS_WS_REPLY ->
RETURN_CODE
MESSAGE

(INT)

(STRING)

CTS_WS_LOG_ITEMS [ ]
SEVERITY

(STRING)

CLASSIFICATION (STRING)
MESSAGE
URL

(STRING)

(STRING)

GET_ORGANIZER_URL - gets Transport Organizer Web UI URL
If the REQUEST_ID is not specified, returns a link to the Transport Organizer in the MANAGE_MODE
for a given user. Otherwise, it returns a link to the Transport Organizer for the specified request.
Parameters:
CTS_WS_ORGANIZER_REQUEST ->
SID

(STRING) system ID

USER_NAME

(STRING) user name

Note
ABAP supports only 12 characters for user names.
APPLICATION_TYPE (STRING) application type
LANGUAGE

(CHAR 2)

REQUEST_ID

language

(STRING)

request ID

Returns:
CTS_WS_TRA_RESPONSE ->
CTS_WS_REPLY ->
RETURN_CODE
MESSAGE

(INT)

(STRING)

CTS_WS_LOG_ITEMS [ ]
SEVERITY

(STRING)

CLASSIFICATION (STRING)
MESSAGE
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URL

(STRING)

9.1.4 Description of the CTS_WS_REPLY return
structure
RETURN_CODE:

0 – if no errors occurred;
1 – if some mandatory parameters are missing;
2 – if internal error occurred;
3 – if features not supported

MESSAGE:

only if (RETURN_CODE <> 0) - error message identifier;

CTS_WS_LOG_LOG_ITEMS:
CTS_WS_LOG_ITEM:
SEVERITY:

a list of CTS_WS_LOG_ITEM entities
a log item
“E” | “W” | “I” | “D” (error /warning/info/debug);

CLASSIFICATION:

<Message Class>: <Message No.> (if derived from
BAPIRET2) or
‘DEBUG’/ ‘INFO’ / ‘WARNING’ /‘ERROR’;

MESSAGE:

The message text (in the WS-Server language).

Note
Expectation here is that whenever RC<>0 the text contained in MESSAGE shall be made
available in UI (as error details). The log entries (CTS_WS_LOG_LOG_ITEMS) should be
persisted in the client application log (mostly for better handling of support cases).

9.1.5 Examples
1.) Result of the GET_DEFAULT_REQUEST call without providing the required SID:
Return Code: 1
Message: MISSING_MANDATORY_PARAMETER
--------------- LOG ITEMS-------------------------------- LOG ITEM [0]-----------------Classification: TRACE
Severity: I
Message: Function GET_DEFAULT_REQUEST starts
-------------- LOG ITEM [1]-----------------Classification: TRACE
Severity: E
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Message: Parameter REQUEST_FILTER-SID is for the Service
GET_DEFAULT_REQUEST mandatory
-------------- LOG ITEM [2]-----------------Classification: TRACE
Severity: I
Message: Function GET_DEFAULT_REQUEST ends
--------------- LOG ITEMS--------------------

The corresponding XML response fragment looks like:

…
<Reply>
<ReturnCode>1</ReturnCode>
<Message>MISSING_MANDATORY_PARAMETER</Message>
<LogItems>
<item>
<Severity>I</Severity>
<Classification>TRACE</Classification>
<Message>Function GET_DEFAULT_REQUEST starts</Message>
</item>
<item>
<Severity>E</Severity>
<Classification>TRACE</Classification>
<Message>
Parameter REQUEST_FILTER-SID is for the Service
GET_DEFAULT_REQUEST mandatory
</Message>
</item>
<item>
<Severity>I</Severity>
<Classification>TRACE</Classification>
<Message>Function GET_DEFAULT_REQUEST ends</Message>
</item>
</LogItems>
</Reply>
….
2.) Result of the correct (successful) GET_DEFAULT_REQUEST call:
Return Code: 0
Message:
--------------- LOG ITEMS--------------------
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-------------- LOG ITEM [0]-----------------Classification: TRACE
Severity: I
Message: Function GET_DEFAULT_REQUEST starts
-------------- LOG ITEM [1]-----------------Classification: TRACE
Severity: I
Message: CTS_WBO_GET_DEFAULT_REQUEST will be with SID: SID ;
APPLICATION_TYPE: SCRIPT invoked
-------------- LOG ITEM [2]-----------------Classification: TRACE
Severity: I
Message: Request ID: REQUESTID ; Request Owner: USER
-------------- LOG ITEM [3]-----------------Classification: TRACE
Severity: I
Message: URL:
http://<SERVER>:<PORT>/sap/bc/webdynpro/sap/cts_browser?saplanguage=EN&SYSID=SID&OWNER=USER&APPLICATION=SCRIPT&SELECT_REQUEST_MO
DE=X
-------------- LOG ITEM [4]-----------------Classification: TRACE
Severity: I
Message: Function GET_DEFAULT_REQUEST ends
--------------- LOG ITEMS--------------------

The corresponding XML response fragment looks like:

<Reply><ReturnCode>0</ReturnCode>
<Message/>
<LogItems>
<item>
<Severity>I</Severity>
<Classification>TRACE</Classification>
<Message>Function GET_DEFAULT_REQUEST starts</Message>
</item>
<item>
<Severity>I</Severity>
<Classification>TRACE</Classification>
<Message>
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CTS_WBO_GET_DEFAULT_REQUEST will be with SID: SID ;
APPLICATION_TYPE: SCRIPT invoked
</Message>
</item>
<item>
<Severity>I</Severity>
<Classification>TRACE</Classification>
<Message>
Request ID: REQUESTID ; Request Owner: USER
</Message>
</item>
<item>
<Severity>I</Severity>
<Classification>TRACE</Classification>
<Message>URL:
http://<server>:<port>/sap/bc/webdynpro/sap/cts_organizer?saplanguage=EN&amp;SYSID=<SID>&amp;OWNER=<USER>&amp;APPLICATION=SC
RIPT&amp;SELECT_REQUEST_MODE=X
</Message>
</item>
<item>
<Severity>I</Severity>
<Classification>TRACE</Classification>
<Message>Function GET_DEFAULT_REQUEST ends</Message>
</item>
</LogItems>
</Reply>
...
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10. Portal Export Tool as an example for CTS+
Integration
This chapter shows an example how the CTS+ integration for an export tool could look like. The
following information should be available in any export tool that is integrated in CTS (close coupling) –
UI details can for sure differ from the portal example below:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Info that CTS is used as transport method. If required, there could be an option to switch to
another method – e.g. export to a file system or option to download the file. It should be
possible to configure the application in a way that there is only the option to use CTS. This
was required by many customers.
Info about the file name that is going to be used – and that will help finding the file in the object
list of a transport request.
Info about the transport request currently used. This should include the number of the
transport request, the owner and the description
Link or button to go to the Transport Organizer Web UI to change the transport request or to
view details.
Refresh button to re-check with the CTS- system whether the request shown is still available
or has changed e.g. its description.
Input-field ‘note’ to offer an option to the one who exports something to add documentation to
the transport request in CTS.
Link to check the status of a request after finalizing the export

The following picture shows one step of the export process for portal content as an example. In there,
the transport method (CTS) is shown. As the transport method CTS is used, information about the
transport request (TR), its owner and the description are displayed. The user can open the Transport
Organizer Web UI (TO) by the help of the button Transport Requests. If the user changed something
e.g. the default request or would like to verify that the request is still valid, he can use the button
Refresh to do so.

If the user clicks Next, he will go through the remaining steps of the export process. At the end of the
export process, he should find some information whether the export process was successful or not
and he should have the option to open the Transport Organizer Web UI. This is needed to be able to
e.g. check the request or to release it if this is not done automatically. The following figure shows
again the portal export as an example for this functionality.
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In addition, the user should always have an option to open the Transport Organizer Web UI from
within the application without having to start a real export. The following picture shows how this is
done in the portal.
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11. Appendix
11.1 Testing
You have now implemented CTS+ for your application. When exporting objects, it should be possible
to attach them to a transport request. In CTS, you should have the option to import this request into a
target system of your application type. The objects that you exported should afterwards be available in
the target system and should be ready to be used.
To be sure that all of this works, you should execute a detailed test. The following chapters suggest
some scenarios that you should test.
Before starting your tests, you should configure the systems that you would like to use in TMS. You
need at least one source system – where you do exports – and one target system – where you would
like to import the objects that you exported before. We recommend using a three-system landscape
consisting for example of a development, a test and a productive system. Development and test
system should be connected via a consolidation route. Test and production system should be
connected via a delivery route. Both route types should be tested. In addition, you can make sure that
imports work and that there are no caches preventing imports in more than one system by using a
three-system landscape.

Make sure that you use your application type for these systems so that the deployment method that
you developed will be used.

11.1.1 Check creation of request
Whenever an export is executed within your application, it should get in contact with CTS to retrieve a
transport request.
It depends on your application when the transport request is shown and in which step this makes
sense. Let’s take the portal export tool as an example.
What happens in this step depends on the transport strategy that you configured in CTS for your
system. For details look at Choosing a Transport Strategy for Source Systems.
For a first test, set WBO_GET_REQ_STRATEGY to SMART.
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Now, open the Transport Organizer Web UI for your development system (choose it from the list after
having clicked on the icon Transport Organizer Web UI).

In the Transport Organizer Web UI look at the available requests. When you do this test for the first
time, there should be no request available.
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Make sure that there is at least no request marked as the default or preselected one (indicated by
in the column ‚Preselected Transport Request‘).
Now, open the export tool of your application. At some point during the export process, you should
reach a screen where a transport request and some information about it are displayed.

In here you should execute some tests:
•

Is there an option to use CTS? As soon as CTS is configured for your application, CTS should
be the default method used when exporting. It might make sense to offer another transport
method (maybe an export to a file system) as additional method. It might also make sense to
offer – in the administration part of your application – a configuration option whether another
transport method than CTS should be available in case CTS is not configured.

•

Make sure that the user that you used to log on to your application is shown as the owner of
the transport request. As a prerequisite, this user must exist on the CTS system and must
have sufficient permissions. (Only if you used a request that had been created by someone
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else and this request is also preselected for your user, it would be ok if another user is
displayed as the owner.)
•

Click on the link Transport Requests (or some similar link or button in your application that
was made for opening the Transport Organizer Web UI for selecting requests). The Transport
Organizer Web UI should open. Make sure that the request that you can see in your
application is also shown in the Transport Organizer Web UI and that it is marked as default
request. The default request is indicated by yellow star in the column ‘Preselected Transport
request’ (or by a red arrow in front of the request number if you are using an older release for
your CTS System). For details on the availability of the new Transport Organizer Web UI see
SAP Note 1665940 (section 8: SP Changes).

Something specific to the content that you exported from your application should also be used
as description of the transport request if the request has been newly created.
•

In the Transport Organizer Web UI, change a property of your transport request – e.g. the
description. Save your changes.

Go back to the export in your application. In there, you should find a Refresh-Button or
something similar to trigger retrieval of request attributes from CTS again. Click the RefreshButton.
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Make sure that still the same transport request as before is displayed and that the changed
description is now shown. Changing some properties and refreshing request attributes should
not result in creating new transport requests.
•

Go back to the Transport Organizer Web UI and create a new transport request (Click on
Create Request).

Fill in a description and set the option Preselected Request. As soon as you do so, there
should be a warning that there is currently another requested selected as the default one for
this user. Click on Create.
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A new request will be created and it is marked as the default one by showing the yellow star.

Go back to the export tool of your application and click again Refresh. Now the newly created
request should be used for the export

Finish the export process in your application. As a last step, there should be some information about
the export.
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The user should have again a chance to find out which transport request that was used – so the
number should be displayed. In addition, there should be an option to get details about the transport
request. The transport request as a link or a button should be available to open the Transport
Organizer Web UI for this request.
Depending on the value that you used for WBO_REL_REQ_STRATEGY when configuring the system
in CTS, the transport request can now automatically be released or it can remain open so that
additional objects can be attached to this request. Make sure that both options (MANUAL or
AUTOMATIC) work fine.
Note
If you encounter problems with CTS communication when releasing the transport request, check
whether you can find details for errors in the Application Log (transaction SLG1) for object
CTSPLUS.
As a next test, set WBO_GET_REQ_STRATEGY to TAGGED.

The system should now behave slightly different when exporting.
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Make sure that there is no default request available before starting this test

No Request is marked as preselected by a yellow star.
Now, there should be no automatic creation of a request when executing an export. There should be
an error message explaining the fact, i.e. like 'No valid default request found (for application type:
<…>, user: <…>, SID: <…>). Create a corresponding default request (e.g. via your Transport
Administrator)'. The new configuration of the system in CTS (TAGGED) should be used by the
application immediately. The user should not be forced to log off and log on again to make everything
work properly again.
Nevertheless, the user should have the option to create a transport request by using the link to the
Transport Organizer Web UI.

Create a request
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After having created a request, the user should be able to click Refresh in the export tool and now the
transport request should be displayed.

The behavior when changing the request or making another one the default one should be the same
as described above in case SMART is used as strategy for getting a request from the CTS system.
Depending on the value that you used for WBO_REL_REQ_STRATEGY when configuring the system
in CTS, the transport request can now automatically be released or it can remain open so that
additional objects can be attached to this request. Make sure that both options work fine as well in
case TAGGED is used.
If your CTS system is on enhancement package 2 for SAP NetWeaver 7.0 at least, there is a third
mode for WBO_GET_REQ_STRATEGY called CREATE. Change the configuration in CTS
accordingly and test again the behavior when exporting something in your application. Now, a new
request should be created whenever you start an export. So, test the following:
•

Look at the Transport Organizer Web UI and make sure that there is no default request
available. Start an export within your application and make sure that a new request is created.
Make sure that the name of your export package is used as description for the newly created
transport request. Go back to the Transport Organizer Web UI and change e.g. the description
of the transport request. Go to the Export tool in your application and click Refresh. Make sure
that the same request as before (not a new one!) is used and that the changed description is
displayed.

•

Use the Transport Organizer Web UI to create a default request. Start an export within your
application and make sure that a new request is created. Go back to the Transport Organizer
Web UI and check that the newly created request became the default request. Make sure that
the request that you created manually in the beginning is still available but not the default
request any more.

Depending on the value that you used for WBO_REL_REQ_STRATEGY when configuring the system
in CTS, the transport request can now automatically be released or it can remain open so that
additional objects can be attached to this request. Make sure that both options work fine as well in
case CREATE is used.
More details on the transport strategy are available in here: Choosing a Transport Strategy for Source
Systems.
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Test for ‘project support’ and ‘team support’ Prerequisites: A second user is needed (both on
application side and on ABAP/CTS+ side), open a second application session (‘export tool’) for second
user. Switch system back to value SMART for WBO_GET_REQ_STRATEGY and MANUAL for
WBO_REL_REQ_STRATEGY. Ensure none of the users have an assigned preselected transport
request (e.g. by using Transport Organizer Web UI link from both sessions, i.e. for different users): If a
preselected transport request should be shown (‘yellow star symbol’

showing up in transport

request list): Mark the entry and deselect transport request by pressing ‘
(afterwards

Preselect Request’ button

symbol should now longer show up in transport request list).

Let’s first check ‘project support’ -meaning two different users will (per default) attach application
content to different transport requests (/projects): Start new export tool session for each user. Ensure
transport request ID showing up in each session are different from each other.
Next let’s check ‘team support’ -meaning (after appropriate configuration on CTS+ side) different users
are able to attach their content to same transport request (and thus after releasing transport request
their content will be transported together through CTS transport landscape): Open up Transport
Organizer Web UI for one first transport request. In tab ‘Preselection’ add second user (resp.
corresponding ABAP user), save your changes. Now refreshing in export tool for second user (or
starting new session of export tool for second user) shall lead to displaying the same transport request
ID as in export tool session of first user.

11.1.2 Check what is written in the object list
After having executed an export in your application, you should find some information about the
exported file and / or objects in the Transport Organizer Web UI. So, go to the Transport Organizer
Web UI, select the request that you used when exporting and choose the Tab Object List

As a first step, you should see in here some information about the file that has been attached to the
request: e.g. the name and the Application Type. If possible, your application should provide also
some details about the objects that are part of the file. If this is the case, then you should see an arrow
in front of your file; click on it.
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You should see a list of the objects that you selected for exporting. Clicking on the link Details in the
last column, this should bring up additional details that have been transferred to CTS by your
application.
The information should be available before the transport request is released and afterwards – so
check for both states of a transport request.

11.1.3 Check the import and the deployment protocol
(Import Log)
After having released a transport request, you can import it into your target systems. This is done in
TMS. After the import is executed, the user should find some information about the import in TMS and
in the Transport Organizer Web UI Log tab. The same information is provided in both places – you
only need to implement it once.
As a prerequisite for this test, you need some released transport requests containing content / files
exported from the source system. You should also create a transport request that will cause errors.
You could e.g. create a file that can’t be imported via the import method that you created and attach it
to a transport request.
To start an import, go to TMS and choose the queue of your target system

Mark some requests that you would like to import and start the import (or use Import_all):
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The import will be started for the selected requests. A small truck will be displayed behind the
request(s) that you selected for import. Click Refresh from time to time to find out whether the import is
done. After the small truck is not displayed any more, you should see some information whether the
transport request was imported successfully or not. The Return Code icons (column RC) indicate that.

Make sure that the column RC (=Return Code) shows the correct information.
A double-click on the Return Code icon in the row of your transport request brings up some detailed
information.

This is especially important in case of errors. Clicking on the icon e.g. in front of Deployment should
bring up a detailed log providing information about the deployment. Someone who knows the
application should find information in there what went wrong so that he can solve the issue.
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If you expand the complete log, then the full information that is also available on application side (after
an import if this import is used without CTS) should be available in here as well.
Note
Start the import into the production system after the import into the test system was
successful. Use again transaction STMS but this time choose the import queue of the
productive system. Check that content is successfully deployed to this system as well.
Note
As of CTS Plug-In 2.0 SP02 (SL Toolset 1.0 SP05), a new browser-based Import UI is
available. Alternatively, you can use the Import UI to perform imports. For more
information, see Performing Imports Using the Import Queue Web UI.
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The following image gives a hint, how the Import UI looks like
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